Structural heterogeneity in the ventricular wall plays a significant role in the initiation of stretch-induced arrhythmias in perfused rabbit right ventricular tissues and whole heart preparations.
Mechanical stress is known to alter the electrophysiological properties of the myocardium and may trigger fatal arrhythmias when an abnormal load is applied to the heart. We tested the hypothesis that the structural heterogeneity of the ventricular wall modulates globally applied stretches to create heterogeneous strain distributions that lead to the initiation of arrhythmias. We applied global stretches to arterially perfused rabbit right ventricular tissue preparations. The distribution of strain (determined by marker tracking) and the transmembrane potential (measured by optical mapping) were simultaneously recorded while accounting for motion artifacts. The 3D structure of the preparations was also examined using a laser displacement meter. To examine whether such observations can be translated to the physiological condition, we performed similar measurements in whole heart preparations while applying volume pulses to the right ventricle. At the tissue level, larger stretches (> or = 20%) caused synchronous excitation of the entire preparation, whereas medium stretches (10% and 15%) induced focal excitation. We found a significant correlation between the local strain and the local thickness, and the probability for focal excitation was highest for medium stretches. In the whole heart preparations, we observed that such focal excitations developed into reentrant arrhythmias. Global stretches of intermediate strength, rather than intense stretches, created heterogeneous strain (excitation) distributions in the ventricular wall, which can trigger fatal arrhythmias.